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USDINR: Structure is well oiled for a breakout above the 15 month high of 72.50 on spot. But will it happen?
USDINR has had an uncanny tendency to reverse direction once it travelled anywhere close to the 72.50 level.
Monday morning, risk trends are appearing stable but high volatility begets even higher volatility and hence,
USDINR can also do a substantial amount of yo-yo this week as well. Having said that, if the pair managed to
trade above 72.50 and sustain, I will take it as a sign of a major breakout, opening door towards 74.00 levels in
the process. Nevertheless, failure to break past 72.50 on spot, keeps the prospect of 71.50 to 72.50 range well
and alive.

EURINR: Eurozone remains extremely vulnerable to the disruption to the Chinese economy from CONVOID-19, due
to its deep linkage by way of supply and demand from the region. At the same time, falling stock prices, rising
cases of CONVOID-19 in Eurozone and rising Euro will surely tighten the financial conditions in Euro zone,
sending ECB into a huddle. ECB surely does not like what they in financial markets: wider credit spreads and
tighter financial conditions. However, carry traders shoot first and ask questions later. As result, as long as the
short covering lasts due to carry unwind, EuroINR, supported by EURUSD and USDINR may rise further towards
80.50/70 region. However, once risk aversion ends, both carry funding as well as poor macros in Eurozone can
send EURINR down once more.

GBPINR: Before the talks begin between EU and UK, both sides are standing poles apart and that is hurting GBP.
At the same time, reports of more CONVOID-19 cases in UK and expectation of boE to lower rates before mid of
the year is hurting GBP as well. However, downside remains limited as 71.90/72.10 has held as strong support
over the past couple of months. Hence, I remain bullish on GBPINR as long as the pair is not breaking down
below the critical support zone above 91.90.

JPYINR: JPYINR may run into supply closer to 67.00 handle on March futures. This pair remains extremely
sensitive to global equity markets. When equity markets rally, it generally falls and vice a versa.

MACRO STORY

Both the neighbours, China and India released some poor macro data over the weekend. First up our neighbours,
China, where PMI surveys of the manufacturing sector and services sector plunged to record lows into deep
contraction territory. It is understandable as Coronavirus disruptions are widespread. The same message being
echoed by China’s Beige Book survey, which points towards a collapse in orders, production, revenues and
profits.  But such an excuse would not hold for India's GDP. October-December real GDP growth was at 4.7%,
down from the upwardly revised 5.1% during Q2 FY20. Consumption growth has picked up due to festive season
but private investment and manufacturing remained in dumps. Government spending continued to do heavy
lifting. Exports contracted. Over the Q4FY20, exports can be further disrupted due to CONVOID-19 attack on
major world economies, especially China. China remains a major source of demand and supply for Indian
industries. Having said that, due to inventory restocking and favourable base impact, real GDP growth can
improve from forecasted 5% during FY20 towards 5.5% levels in FY21. However, unless incomes improve and
credit growth turns up, structurally growth may remain in low gear.
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